lower lateral shoots. If growth was relatively
vigorous and a single shoot was selected for
training at the start of the second season, it
should be trained to the trellis as described
below (see fig. 15.8B).

Dormant Prunin g at t h e E n d o f t h e
S e c ond Year
Vines with Poor Vigor. If the shoot
trained up the stake or post has not reached
the trellis wire, prune the vine back to two
buds and start the training process again as if
it were the start of the second season.
Vines with Moderate Vigor. Shoots with
moderate vigor either have made it to the trellis wire without extending out on the wires or
have only very weak growth on the wire.
Prune the vine back to wood that is at least
the diameter of a lead pencil. If vines are

located in a frost-prone area, delay pruning
until growth has started. Select and train
shoots on the trellis the following spring.
Vigorous Vines. Vigorous vines should
have well-developed trellis shoots and lateral
shoots extending off the trellis wire. Thin the
lateral shoots until they are 6 to 8 inches
(15 to 20 cm) apart along the wire. Cut back
the shoots to spurs of one or two buds. Shoots
that develop from spurs will develop fruit and
renewal wood for the following year. Watch
for and remove all unwanted suckers and
shoots early in the season when they are tender and can be rubbed off easily. In late spring,
thin the fruit cluster to one cluster per shoot.
Overcropping of young vines can set them
back severely (see fig. 15.8C).

Figure 15.8
Several examples of
early training of
vines with different
vigor, using cordon
training. (A) Pruning
the first winter after
planting. (B) Training
the vine in the sec
ond season.
(C) Dormant prun
ing at the end of the
second year. Source:
After Jackson and
Schuster 1981, pp.
80–81.
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MODERATE GROWTH

VIGOROUS GROWTH
5–6 buds

A
Remove
laterals

Cut through bud
and tie to wire

Remove second shoot

3–4 buds

Remove
laterals
Remove
second shoot

Pruning in the first winter after
planting. Place 6-ft stake for training

B

Old
wood
here

Remove laterals
on lower two-thirds
of trunk

Allow 2 buds
to grow

Remove laterals
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of trunk
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1–2 bud spurs

C

2 buds
Pruning in second winter after planting
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